Flying Kings
The checker game to the right appears to have just two single
checkers; in fact, though, there are also a large number of
kings on the board, all of which have been hidden from sight.
When the grid is filled, you can use all of the checkers (keeping the two non-kings the same as each other) to locate a
quotation from Alexander Pope that is appropriate to this
board.
Across

1. Time to team up with Mark
3. Unhappy, tense youngsters
6. Army bed kept by vacuous script-writer named Walter
11. One let in stripping lady with Viennese undershirt
12. Sad to see digested cereal grains
13. Agree to be ones dispatched
14. NB: Our reels might incorporate an old French dance
17. Anais meets Jack, a Japanese assassin
19. Site of a battle with a liquor company over half-truths
22. Hoboken sot unfortunately is in our records (3 wds.)
23. Start sleeping with very loud old aristocrat from the east
(2 wds.)
24. A carnivore managed to eat two hundred eggs
27. Away from the earth, one endless day in a space station
32. Dirt-smeared libels will be most absurd
33. Compressed, bisected squabs you ultimately discard
34. Information some ungulates talked about
35. Rotating components of ships will be elegant
36. Opposed to outspoken female relative? Yeah

Down

1. The author wearing Lipinski's crown
2. A shopping center turned upside-down by small pack
animals
4. One in search of snakelike fish with unarmored antennae
5. Drawn out discussion of plum cut with a machine (hyph.)
7. Product derived from cows in decrepit used creche

8. One method of statistically verifying what is in lattes
today (hyph.)
9. Thin, near-X-rated nude enthralls us at first
10. Ringo, initially supporting rising singers!
15. Bill loves what's completely forbidden
16. Rigid, upright female is suitable
17. Shorten number one-twelve
18. Universal principle about a barrier and a ditch in front of
one (2 wds.)
20. Casablanca's heroine, strangely, is Al
21. Sequence varying smoothly from µ(1, 0, 100) upwards
25. Musical notation can confuse less educated folk, at first
(2 words)
26. Things you would swear disturbed a host
28. A second layer is lacking in color
29. Last character to ever notice two arm bones
30. IDer of literature from assorted bins (abbr.)
31. Lauder's value decreased by a million

